Modern Alternatives to Standards:
The Future of Interpretation Canada
I have reservations about them,
at least for IC and our association’s
role in the complex and developing field of interpretation. Would
standards and testing have a
dampening or narrowing effect on
membership, motivation, diversity
of approaches, quality of work and
innovation? Probably, according to
my research so far.
For a couple of interesting
video presentations that relate
to this issue, see the links below
by Malcolm Gladwell, author of
The Tipping Point, and by Sir Ken
Robinson, an internationally recognized leader in education and the
development of creativity, innova-
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and the fine-tipped poesis? How
might they both be included in
competencies? See Coulter et al’s
article in Educational Insights for
and interesting discussion.
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interpretation in Canada, and
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would
argue,
in
our
field
where
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than standards but stays within
Another set of responses has
formal
courses
exist
that
could
be
the technical realm. Teachers and
been debated since IC began, as
used to rack up the points or hours
other complex professions also use
you will read in John MacFarlane’s
required in traditional continuing
the concept of competency, which
article. These include Connection
professional development schemes.
includes subjective aspects such as
French/English, Lobby Government,
And besides, if we want to keep
positive expectations, leadership
NAI and IC, and Standards, Training
innovators
and pacesetters involved
qualities, judgment, people skills,
and Certification. These last three
in
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to
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our field being the first to be cut,
are
some
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out there, I am pleased to report,
ful in interpretive planning.
read a script”, and other familiar
such as an informal learning cycle
Susan Ashley reported in the
problems.
approach so that associations like
previous issue of InterpScan that
I have been looking into the
IC can walk the talk about construcinterpreters generally focus on
pros and cons of standards, testing
tivism. For an interesting explorapraxis; roughly meaning broadand certification for some time, and brush goals like building capacity
tion of these ideas, see Lester’s
I’d like to share my thinking.
article in the Journal of Continuing
for ethical action. Does effective
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to describe in this article, there
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